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'గు' అంటే అంధకారం లేదా అజా్ఞనం, 'రువు' అంటే

నిరోధంచుట లేక నశంప చేయుట లేదా పారద్రోలుట

అని అర థం.

అంటే గురువు అనే పదానికి అజా్ఞనానిి నశంప

చేయువారు అని అర్థం స్ఫు రిస్ఫతంది. అజా్ఞనం

అనే చీకట్లు తొలగంచి మనలో జ్ఞజా్ఞనం జో్య తిని

వెలిగంచేమహోని త వో్ కి త.

'గురు ద్రరహ్మా గురుర్వి ష్ణ ుః గురుర్దవేో మహేశ్ి రుః, గురుర్

సాక్షాత్ పరద్రరహ్మా తస్మా శ్ర ీ గురవేనముః'అంటూ

భారతీయ సంసక ృతి గురువును ద్రతిమూరుులతో

పోల్చ ంది.

గురువూ, భగవ్ంతుడూ ఒకేసారి దర్శ నమిస్తత

మందు ఎవ్రికి నమస్క రించాలి? అనే ప్పశ్ి

ఉతప ని మైతే భగవ్ంతుణి్ణ చూపంచినవాడు

గురువు, అందుకే ఆయన పాదాలకే మందు

ప్పణమిళ్లు లని చెబుతంది

నేప్ాలు లేకపోయినా ఎలాగోలా

బాధలు పడుతూ మనో నేప్తంత

బతకవ్చ్చు . జ్ఞజా్ఞనం లేకండా బతకడం

అసాధో ం. ఆ జ్ఞజా్ఞనానిి శర్స్ఫు పై

మోస్ఫతని గురువు లేకండా బతికే

స్ంప్పదాయం మనలో లేదు. అందుకే

ఎవ్వ రూ ఏ పండగలూ చేస్ఫకోని

ఆషాఢ మాస్ంలో కూడా గురువును

పూజంచే పదధతిని ఏర్ప ర్చారు

పూర్వవ కలు.

గురుపూరిమి రోజుపఠంచవ్లసిన

జ్ఞ ు కం



మానవ్కోటికి ఆదర్శ ప్పాయులైన గురుశష్యో లు

మన దేశ్ంలోనే కనిపసాత రు. విశ్వవ మిప్తుడు-

ప్ీరామడు, వ్సిష్యుడు-దిలీపుడు, పరాశ్రుడు-

మైప్తేయి, భాస్క రుడు-యాజ్వా్లుక ో డు,

హనుమ; ప్ోణుడు-అరుునుడు, సాందీపని-

బలరామకృషి్యలు, ఆదిశ్ంకరుడు-

పదమ పాదుడు, మధ్వవ చారుో డు-

రాఘవంప్దసావ మి, చాణకో డు-

చంప్దగుపుత డు, స్మర్థరామదాస్ఫ-
శవాజీ…ఇంకా ఎందరో. వ్ర్తమానంలో

గురుశష్ో స్ంబంధ్వలు
యాంప్తికమవుతునిా యి.



A Good  Teacher can inspire hope, 
Ignite the  imagination ,  and Instill a 
love of  learning

----Brad  Heery





• Teachers are highly respected by society.

NATIONAL CREDIBILITY INDEXTM

Supreme Court Justice – 81.3

Teacher – 80.7
National Expert – 78.6

Member of armed forces – 73.0

Local business owner – 72.2

Ordinary citizen – 71.8

Local religious leader – 71.8

High-ranking military officer – 71.7

School official – 71.3

National religious leader – 69.2

Network TV news anchor – 66.8

Representative for a local newspaper or TV station –
66.6

Reporter for a local newspaper or TV station – 65.8

National Civil Rights leader – 65.6

U.S. Senator – 64.2

Wall Street Executive – 57.9

U.S. President – 56.9.









A teacher’s presence in a student’s life can boost their morale and 
guide them to be more valuable in life.

Now to perform this task perfectly, a teacher must possess certain 
qualities-Should be impartial, he/she must treat all the students 
equally.

Must be an embodiment of patience. 

Since the pace and speed of learning are different from one student to 
other, it is very important to understand students, their skills, talent, 
memory and treats them individually to guide them towards the best.

A teacher must have problem-solving skills to help students overcome 
their challenges.













MFS





What Makes a Great Teacher?
Expert communication skills.
Superior listening skills.
Deep knowledge and passion for their subject matter.
The ability to build caring relationships with students.
Friendliness and approachability.
Excellent preparation and organization skills.
Strong work ethic.
Community-building skills.







What makes a good teacher?



A GOOD TEACHER ENJOYS TEACHING
The single most important quality that every teacher should
possess is a love and passion for teaching young people.
Teachers who do not enjoy their job will find it nearly impossible
to be effective day in and day out.



There is a long list of adjectives that can be used to describe the underlying
personality of a good and effective teacher. Caring, compassionate, generous,
responsible, kind-hearted and patient.

A GOOD TEACHER HAS A 

WELL-BALANCED 

CHARACTER



A GOOD TEACHER HAS A DEEP 

KNOWLEDGE OF THE SUBJECT HE/SHE 

TEACHES, CURRICULUM AND 
STANDARDSA great teacher has incredible knowledge of the subject matter they are

teaching. They are prepared to answer questions and keep the material
interesting for the students. They also have thorough knowledge of the school’s
curriculum and other standards they must uphold in the classroom.



A good teacher must possess many 
qualities: to be creative, hard -working, 

self-restrained, able to solve problems and 
make the right decisions.





Traditional Teaching Skills
1 Commitment: , 2 Preparation: 3 Organization:   4 Tolerance  5 

Story Telling 

6 Open to Questions

New Teaching Skills
# 7 Innovative: 8 Tech Enthusiast    9 Social

10 Geek: We mean this in the best sense of the word. The internet is the 

greatest source of knowledge that humanity has ever known, so to be a 

modern teacher you must be a curious person and incorporate this 

resource at every available option.



The good teacher should:

1. Be tolerant متسامح with students                              A/P

2. Be patient  صبور with pupils A/P

3. Have good sense of humor روح الدعابة A/P

4. Take into consideration the needs and interests of 
learners  اهتمامات وحاجات الطالب in class. TS                                 

5. Motivate يدفع / يشجع/ يحث learners in class TS

6. Speak loudly and write clearly TS

7. Be helpful A/P

8. Have a good rapport with pupils على عالقة طيبة مع التالميذ
A/P

9. Use  different  teaching  methods TS

10. Encourage learner's contributions يشجع اسهامات التالميذ TS

11. Modify/change techniques to match learner needs and 
interests يعدل من اساليب التدريس TS
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12. Have perception of professional development / على ادراك 
K .وعي بالنمو المهني

13. Be enthusiastic about teaching متحمس للتدريس A/P

14. Treat students equally A/P

15. Be eager [enthusiastic], i.e.  like teaching متحمس للتدريس
A/P

16. Be aware of current trends in the major على وعي باالتجاهات
K .الحديثة في التخصص

17. Have an acceptable appearance له مظهر مقبول A/P

18. Come  to class on time A/P

19. Co-operate with their colleagues يتعاون مع الزمالء A/P

20. Use teacher's voice and their writing is readable  يستخدم
TSالصوت الواضح للمعلم وكتابته على البورة يمكن قراءتها

21.Manage classroom properly.  يدير الفصل بطريقة
صحيحة TS
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22. Comment  properly on pupils' responses

23. Vary their method of teaching to suite  all learners

24. Be creative and use a  variety of teaching techniquesيكون مبدعا

25. Use the latest technology in teaching  يستخدم احث الوسائط
التكنولوجية في التدريس

26. Be confident and self-controlled يكون واثق من و متحكم في نفسه

27. Know  how to set objectives يضع اهداف لدرسه

28. Know how to evaluate يقيم their pupils

29. Know how to involve ينغمس في أداء االنشطةpupils in activities

30. Know how to motivate learners. X Demotivateيحث او يحمس

31. Know how to help colleagues to develop professionally. ان
ينموا مهنيا

32. Be aware of current  teaching techniques   

33. Be aware of professional development ألنمو المهني ..

34. Have high level of major knowledge على مستوى عال بمعرفة 
التخصص
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Professional Development Skills for Modern Teachers

1. Professional Development: Adaptability

In this modern, digital age, teachers need to be flexible and be able to adapt to whatever is thrown their way. 

New technologies are developed every day that can change the way students learn, and the way teachers 

teach. Likewise, administrators are changing and updating expectations and learning standards. Being able 

to adapt is a skill that every modern teacher must have. If it’s being able to adapt to the way students learn, 

the behavior their classroom exhibits, or their lesson plans, it is a definitely a trait that is a must-have.

2. Confidence

Every teacher needs to have confidence, not only in themselves but in their students and their colleagues. A 

confident person inspires others to be confident, and a teacher’s confidence can help influence others to be a 

better person.

3. Communication

Being able to communicate with not only your students but with parents and staff is an essential skill. Think 

about it: Almost all of a teacher’s day is spent communicating with students and colleagues so it is crucial to 

be able to talk clear and concise in order to get your point across.

4. Team Player

Part of being a teacher is being able to work together as part of a team or a group. When you work together 

as a team, it provides students with a better chance to learn and have fun. Networking with other teachers 

(even virtually) and solving problems together will only lead to success. Doing so fosters a sense of 

community not only in your own classroom, but school-wide as well.

http://www.teachhub.com/professional-development-starting-faculty-book-club


5. Continuous Learner

Teaching is a lifelong learning process. There is always something to learn when you are 

teacher. The world is always changing, along with the curriculum and educational technology, so 

it’s up to you, the teacher, to keep up with it. A teacher who is always willing to go that extra mile 

to learn will always be an effective, successful teacher.

6. Imaginative

The most effective tool a teacher can use is their imagination. Teachers need to be creative and 

think of unique ways to keep their students engaged in learning, especially now that many 

states have implemented the Common Core Learning Standards into their curriculum. Many 

teachers are saying that these standards are taking all of the creativity and fun out of learning, 

so teachers are finding imaginative ways to make learning fun again.
.
7. Leadership
An effective teacher is a mentor and knows how to guide her students in the right direction. She leads by 
example and is a good role model. She encourages students and leads them to a place of success.

8. Organization
Modern teachers have the ability to organize and prepare for the unknown. They are always ready for 
anything that is thrown their way. Need to go home sick? No problem, they have a substitute folder all 
ready to go. Studies show that organized teachers lead more effective learning environments. So it is 
even more imperative to be organized if you want higher-



9. Innovative

A modern teacher is willing to try new things, from new educational apps to teaching skills and 

electronic devices. Being innovative means not only trying new things, but questioning your 

students, making real-world connections and cultivating a creative mindset. It’s getting your 

students to take risks and having students learn to collaborate.

10. Commitment

While being committed to your job is a traditional teaching skill, it is also a modern one. A modern 

teacher needs to always be engaged in their profession. The students need to see that their 

teacher is present and dedicated to being there for them.

11. Ability to Manage Online Reputation

This 21st-century, modern teaching skill is definitely a new one. In this digital age most, if not all, 

teachers are online, which means they have an "Online reputation." Modern teachers need to 

know how to manage their online reputation and which social networks are OK for them to be on. 

LinkedIn is a professional social network to connect with colleagues, but Snapchat or any other 

social networking site where students visit, is probably not a good idea.

12. Understanding of Technology
Technology is growing at a rapid pace. In the past five years alone we have seen huge 
advancements and we will continue to see it grow. While it may be hard to keep up with it, it is 
something that all modern teachers need to do. Not only do you just need to understand the 
latest in technology, but you must also know which digital tools is right for your students. It’s a 
process that may take time but will be greatly influential in the success of your students.



Great Teachers Don’t



CONCLUSION:• The teaching profession belongs to the group 
of professions whose subject matter is other 
people. The teacher not only imparts 
knowledge to his students, but also cares 
about their emotional and physical health, 
forms and develops their spiritual world. The 
teacher bears the greater responsibility for 
their life and health.
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Every teacher wants to be good, but what
exactly are the qualities that make a good
teacher? What are the skills, talents, and
characteristics, and can they be taught or
learned?

Teaching can be quite satisfying for people
who do it well. I know this because I am a
teacher, too. Although I do not think I'm always
the best teacher, I do know that the majority
of my students love me, and I guess this is
partly why good things happen in my
classroom.



Good and Bad 
Teacher



The Dedicated  and Impartial teacher 





1. What is Success?

2. Three Basic Skills

3. Mental and Physical Health

4. Time management

5. Virtues of Good Teacher

6. What is Learning?

7. Planning for a Course

8. Creating a Positive Environment in the Classroom



1. What is Success?
Be a positive thinker, even a stopped watch is right twice a day.

You can achieve success!

Success is the achievement of something

•Desired

•Planned, or 

•Attempted

Goal Setting

How can you strengthen your commitment?

Success is your Profession/Career Depends on

Ability Vs. Efforts? Why?

Fixed Mindset Vs. Growth Mindset

Productive Actions, Positive Thoughts & Positive Feelings

How to make Behavior Modification Work for You?

Importance of Attitude

Attitudes of Good Leadership



1. What is Success?
Goal Setting

How can you expect to get somewhere if you don’t know 

where you want to go?

Goal setting is important.

Goal gives you something to measure yourself.

Goals give you direction for your life.

Hence you should know your goals and write down your 

goals as clearly as possible.

How can you strengthen your commitment?

By clarifying your goals, i.e., explain your goals in clear 

terms.

Learn as much as you can about your chosen area of 

study and research.

Prepare a road map which you can follow.

Work hard to achieve your goals.







The 
Motivated  
teacher 







Patience is the ability to endure difficult 
circumstances. Patience may involve 
perseverance in the face of delay; 
tolerance of provocation without 
responding in disrespect/anger; or 
forbearance wh

Creativity
Creativity is a phenomenon whereby 
something new and valuable is formed. The 
created item may be intangible or a physical 
object. Scholarly interest in creativity is 
found in a number of disciplines, primarily 
psychology, business studies, and cognitive 
science.



Passion is a term used to denote strong and intractable or 
barely controllable emotion with respect to a particular 
person or thing

Passion

In modern usage, enthusiasm refers to intense 
enjoyment, interest, or approval expressed by a 
person. The term is related to playfulness, 
inventiveness, optimism and high energy



Collaboration is the process of two or more people, 
entities or organizations working together to 
complete a task or achieve a goal. Collaboration is 
similar to cooperation. Most collaboration requires 
leadership, although the form of leadership can be 
social within a decentralized and egalitarian group

Motivation 





6. Planning for a Course

Bloom (1956) has proposed taxonomy of learning or educational 

objectives...

Selecting Appropriate Instructional Strategy that Suits the 

Objectives



7. Planning for a Course
Planning for a course involves the following aspects:
Type of class: UG/PG Programme
Discipline: 
Engineering/Technology/Arts/Science/Humanities/Management, etc.
Size of the class: Number of students pursuing the course.
Nature of the subject: Core (compulsory)/Basic/Advanced/Elective
Learning objectives:
Choice of the appropriate instructional strategy:
Learning resources to be used:
Organizing the Course

Good organization is important in all phases of instruction, from 
curriculum development to determining presentation format. 
Organizing a course does not mean putting together a collection of 
lectures, discussion and handouts. From the syllabus to the final 
examination, every aspect of the course should focus on defined 
educational goals, the most important of which is the level of learning 
you expect students to achieve.



7. Planning for a Course
Identifying Learning Objectives

The first step in organizing a lecture, discussion, laboratory, or a course
is establishing an expected level of performance. It could be possible to fix a
level based on the existing level of student’s ability which could be identified
by administering a simple test. General aptitude of the class for learning may
be enquired with colleagues who are already handled classes in the previous
semester. In case of first year students, you must rely on information such as
the composition of the class, qualifying examinations, average percentage of
the marks obtained in the qualifying examination, place of study, medium if
instruction, etc.
Learning

It’s not easy to describe exactly what learning is. One way of explaining
about learning is to consider what we do to learn (the process) and what result
from that (the outcome). How will the students be different as a result of this
learning process (lecture, discussion, laboratory, or course)? The answer to this
question becomes your objective.







Quotable Quotes

If you cant explain it simply, you don’t understand it well enough.

- Albert Einstein

Imagination is more important than knowledge

-Albert Einstein

The roots of education are bitter, but the fruit is sweet.

-Aristotle

Information is knowledge, knowledge is not wisdom, and wisdom is

not foresight. Each grows out of the other, and we need them all.

-Arthur C. Clarke

Genius with out education is like silver in the mine.

-Benjamin Franklin

The only person who is educated is the one who has learned how to

learn and change.

-Carl Rogers



Quotable Quotes

Teaching is not a spectator sport. It is a performing art.

-A Blocher

It’s all to do with the training; you can do a lot if you’re properly

trained.

-Elizabeth II (the Queen of England)

Instruction ends in the classroom, but education ends only with life.

-F.W.Robertson

The mediocre teacher tells. The good teacher explains. The superior

teacher demonstrates. The great teacher inspires.

-William Arthur Ward

A teacher cannot truly teach unless he himself learned.

Be a good listener. Listening shows caring and makes the other person

feel important.

Never change your originality because no one can play your role better

than you. So be yourself and be original.



Quotable Quotes

No person can be great leader unless he takes genuine joy in the

success of those under him.

Be positive thinker, even a stopped watch is right twice a day.

Science is organized knowledge; Wisdom is organized life.

The height of candle may differ, but they yield the same brightness. It

is not the matter of your position but your ability that shines.

There are three kinds of people in the world; one who makes things

happen, one who watch things happen and one who wonder what has

happened.

Winners don’t do different things, but they do things differently.



Quotable Quotes

Yesterday is history, tomorrow is mystery, today is a gift, that’s what we call

it the present.

Thoughts flows in terms of stories – stories about events, stories about people

and stories about intensions and achievements. The best teachers are the best

story tellers. We learn n the form of stories.

- frank Swith, American Psycholinguist and Researcher

of educational system and the nature of learning.

The task of the excellent teacher is to stimulate “apparently ordinary” people

to unusual effort. The tough problem. Is not in identifying winners; it is in

making winners out of ordinary people.

-K.Patrica Cross, Scholar of educational research
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